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Abstract—In cloud computing, it is often assumed that cloud vendors are trusted; the guest Operating System (OS) and the Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM, also called Hypervisor) are secure. However, these assumptions are not always true in practice and existing
approaches cannot protect the data privacy of applications when none of these parties are trusted. We investigate how to cope with
a strong threat model which is that the cloud vendors, the guest OS, or the VMM, or both of them are malicious or untrusted, and can
launch attacks against privacy of trusted user applications. This model is relevant because applications may be small enough to be
formally verified, while the guest OS and VMM are too complex to be formally verified. Specifically, we present the design and analysis
of an architectural solution which integrates a set of components on-chip to protect the memory of trusted applications from potential
software and hardware based attacks from untrusted cloud providers, compromised guest OS, or malicious VMM. Full-system
performance evaluation results show that the design only incurs 9 percent overhead on average, which is a small performance price
that is paid for the substantial security gain.
Index Terms—Virtualization, security, architectural support, hypervisor
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INTRODUCTION

C

LOUD computing offers affordable, practically unlimited storage and computing resources on demand.
While cloud computing can substantially lower the cost of
maintaining complex IT infrastructures, it also brings a new
range of problems. In particular, cloud users are confronted
with a more complex software stack, which includes the
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor, and the
guest Operating System (OS). The importance of secure
cloud computing has been well recognized (e.g., [1]), and
there have been studies on various aspects of cloud security.
However, it is often assumed that the cloud vendor is
trusted; the guest OS and VMM are secure. These assumptions are questionable given the discovery of vulnerabilities
in the commodity VMM [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and the fact that
OS vulnerabilities often facilitate cyber attacks.
In this paper, we cope with the strong threat model, where
cloud vendors, the guest OS, and VMM are not necessarily to
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be trusted. A compromised OS or VMM may launch malicious attacks against the trusted applications. Furthermore,
an untrusted cloud vendor or a malicious insider may mount
hardware based attacks against privacy of hosted applications. The threat model is particularly relevant to cloud computing because trusted applications run in the cloud. Our
architectural solution protects the privacy of the applications
only assumes that the hardware is trusted while the guest
OS and VMM are still responsible for resource management.
Specifically, we make the following contributions. First,
we initiate the study of a strictly stronger threat model in
the setting of cloud computing by assuming that both the
guest OS and VMM are not trusted. This newly introduced
threat model moves a step closer to the ground trust
assumption that the defender inevitably has to make. Second, we report the design, analysis, and full-system simulation of our solution for protecting trusted applications from
potential software based and hardware based attacks to
memory privacy. The solution tackles threats from multiple
sources based on a unified framework. Our approach handles
the complex scenarios of the cloud based systems that involve
cloud vendors, VMM, guest OS, and user applications. Most
of the existing hardware oriented solutions for protecting
guest virtual machines only address a single challenge. Since
our approach strives to deal with multiple challenges and
protect cloud outsourced applications with a unified framework, it drastically differs from these prior efforts on protecting a guest as a whole from either software or physical
attacks. For example, approaches described in [7] and [8] only
handle software based attacks from compromised hypervisors. Approaches that protect virtual machines as a whole
against physical attacks (e.g., [9], [10]) do not mitigate threats
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Four Paradigms
Paradigm

Untrusted OS
(e.g., [21])

Trusted Hypervisor
(e.g., [22])

Untrusted Hypervisor
(e.g., [7], [9], [10])

Ours

Untrusted

OS

Guest OS

VMM

Hardware
Application
No

Hypervisor, Hardware
Application
Yes

Hardware
Entire guest as a whole
Yes

Guest OS& VMM
& Vendor/Insider
Hardware
Application
Yes

No

NA

No

No

Partial support,
guest only
No

Trusted
Protected
Hypervisor
Compatible
Oblivious Memory
Management
Arbitrary Secure
Memory Sharing

to application privacy when the guest OS is compromised.
Experimental results show that our solution only incurs 9 percent performance overhead, which is a small price that can be
paid for the substantial security gain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the threat model and solution space. Section 3
presents our design. Section 4 reports our performance evaluation. Section 5 briefly reviews the prior related work.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

SECURITY MODEL AND GOALS

In this section, we discuss the security model and goals of
the proposed solution.

2.1 Security Model and Potential Threats
Generally, five parties are involved in the cloud computing
scenario: the infrastructure, the VMM, the guest OS, the
cloud vendor manages these resources, and the application.
In an untrusted environment, the application may face the
following threats:






Untrusted cloud vendors: Cloud vendors cannot be
(fully) trusted because they have the incentives to
turn off the data protection mechanisms to reduce
the workload of cloud servers, or they may gather
the users’ private information. This concern is not
only relevant to the volunteer clouds [11], [12], nebula clouds [13] and social clouds [14], but also relevant to the public clouds because of insiders and
regulations (e.g., data-collection requests from the
governmental authorities).
Limitation of today’s virtualization technology: Standard VMM typically runs a guest OS at a reduced
privilege level (called de-privileged guest), intercepts traps from the de-privileged guests, and emulates the trapping instruction against virtual
machine (VM) states. This means that the VMM has
access to the entire memory space and the states of
the guest OS. Even in hardware-assisted virtualization (e.g., [15], [16]), system states (e.g., page tables)
are still maintained by the VMM, which keeps a
shadow copy of the system states. These expose contents of trusted applications to the VMM.
Insufficient memory protection against physical
attacks: Contents residing in a guest virtual machine’s

Yes
Yes

memory space can be eavesdropped using hardwarebased methods. For example, hardware RAM capture
devices can scan and dump physical memory contents [17], while bypassing the guest OS [17].
 Insufficient OS security: The kernel as well as system
services that run with privilege, are trusted in the
OS. OS kernel is often too complex to subject to formal verification, and has a large attack surface that is
vulnerable to exploits (e.g., [18], [19], [20]). The classic stack smashing attack can open doors for subverting the OS kernel even with advanced protection
techniques such as the address space layout randomization. Since OS kernel can access applications
memory space, the attackers can take complete control of users’ private and confidential data once the
OS kernel is compromised.
To sum up, the security model is as follows:
1)

2)

3)

4)

The processor deployed in the cloud computing
infrastructure is fully trusted. They can store secret
values safely and it is very hard for an attacker to
tamper the computation process;
VMM and guest OS are not trusted. Due to potential
vulnerabilities, an attacker may access the application’s data without permission;
The cloud vendor is not trusted. The cloud computing vendor may also take advantage of high privilege to snoop the application’s data even if both the
VMM and guest OS are in normal running statuses;
The application running on top of guest OS is also
fully trusted. The application is free from backdoors/trojans and it is hard for an attacker to break
into the application and cause information leakage.

2.2 Solution Space
The importance of protecting trusted applications in
untrusted environments has attracted due attention. There
have been three types of architectural solutions, which are
highlighted in three respective columns of Table 1. In
the first type of architectures (e.g., XOMOS [21] and
AEGIS [23]), trusted applications are protected by the
trusted hardware, which copes with the untrusted OS.
These solutions were proposed before the cloud computing
era, and did not consider virtualization and VMM. It is
unclear how they should be retrofitted to the environments
with virtualization. In the second type of architectures (e.g.,
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Fig. 1. Architectural support for privacy protection in untrusted environment. The processor architecture is extended to encapsulate application’s
memory space with privacy safeguard against both software and physical exploits.

Overshadow [22]), the trusted VMM protects trusted applications from the malicious guest OS, while (implicitly)
assuming that the hardware is also trusted. In the third type
of architectures (e.g., [7]), the trusted hardware is employed
to protect the trusted guest OS and applications as a whole
from the untrusted VMM.
As highlighted in Table 1, the present paper introduces a
stronger threat model, where cloud vendors (e.g., insider
attacks, physical memory eavesdrop), the guest OS, and
VMM are untrusted. In addition to realizing the protection
of trusted applications from the untrusted computing environment using a unified approach, our solution offers a realization of de-privileged memory management in the untrusted
cloud (especially, with untrusted VMM) where the memory
management by the VMM and guest OS is performed with
content blindness. In our design, system resource management and privacy protection are decoupled and orthogonal
to each other. The untrusted guest OS and VMM only
manage resources without seeing the (plaintext) memory
contents. Moreover, our solution enables unlimited and
arbitrary secure memory apertures for access-controlled
sharing of memory spaces between the applications, the
guest OS, and the VMM. To our knowledge, this is the first
system that simultaneously offer these features.

2.3 Security Goals
The security goals of the proposed solution is to protect the
data privacy of the applications in the cloud computing environment under the security model described in Section 2.1:
neither the VMM, the guest OS, nor the cloud vendor can
access the application’s data without permission.

The proposed solution does not consider side channel
attacks against the execution environment. In practice, any
progress in side channel prevention techniques (e.g., [24],
[25]) can be incorporated into the proposed solution to
avoid side channel threats. Another security aspect that is
not covered by the proposed solution is denial-of-service
attacks [26]. Because the VMM and the host OS are responsible for resources management and task schedule and we
assume these parties are not trusted in the security model,
an adversary can always utilize these two parties to launch
denial-of-service attacks. Denial-of-service prevention techniques can be used together with our solution to make the
whole system more secure.

3

SOLUTION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe the design of our solution for
protecting application privacy in an untrusted hosting
environment.

3.1 Design Overview
We propose that processor vendors integrate a set of architectural components on-chip for safeguarding memory space
privacy of the hosted applications or guest kernels against
exploits from the untrusted cloud vendors, compromised
guest operating systems or compromised hypervisors. The
privacy enhanced trusted processor allows applications or
guest kernels to create sealed memory spaces where access
control, memory space cryptography, and memory integrity
are enforced. Each sealed memory space has its own context
(e.g., keys, states, various identifiers, aka IDS). Fig. 1 shows
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architectural on-chip components. The function of each component can be summarized as follows.


In a processor, security extensions are integrated for
supporting special control registers and special
instructions; details of instructions are shown in
Table 3.
 On-chip caches (including L1 and L2) have extended
tags and cache controller is responsible for on-chip
memory access control and policy enforcement. Section 3.4 presents the operation of privacy controller.
 A sealed memory context buffer (SMCB) stores
sealed memory contexts of the running guest kernels
and applications; details are shown in the following
section.
 DRAM privacy controller governs the policy for
enforcing off-chip memory access control and also
the policy to access the guarded memory spaces.
 Cryptography engine is integrated with the system
request interface (SRI) for encryption of the sealed
memory spaces and integrity verification of the
sealed memory spaces.
 Proposed architecture supports oblivious memory
management and various common data sharing scenarios such as data sharing among user applications,
and sharing application memory space with the
guest kernel.
The conventional on-chip processor states are expanded
to cover these new architectural components, which are
elaborated in the following sections.

3.2 Sealed Memory Context
3.2.1 Sealed Context
Support of sealed memory context allows secure migration
of user application’s privacy settings in memory space
between trusted processors. The settings cannot be tampered by the VMM or guest kernel (when user applications
are concerned). Once the privacy settings are conveyed to
the trusted hardware, the trusted hardware will enforce the
privacy settings for both the on-chip and off-chip memory
accesses. This is achieved through a sealed memory context
table stored off-chip and an on-chip buffer that stores sealed
memory contexts for the currently running guest kernels
and applications. Each sealed memory context contains a
list of settings and configurations such as context ID, virtual
machine ID, PID, program counter, sealed memory space
range, cryptography keys, integrity codes, encrypted processor states, fine grained memory access setting vector
(MASV), etc. Each context is digitally signed by the processor after the context is verified and established by the processor. A processor hardware vendor (i.e., Intel, AMD) can
create a public-private key pair ðpkvendor ; skvendor Þ, such that
the private key skvendor is permanently fused into the processor while the public key pkvendor is public. The public key is
certified and signed by the vendor using standard approach
such as X.509. In the sealed context components, application
virtual address is used. The unit size of each region is
decided by a paging mechanism similar to AMD-V Nested
Paging for reducing TLB misses.
For a guest virtual machine, it can describe its context as
part of the virtual machine configuration file. VMMs can
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read the context and link it to hardware context of the virtual machine. When vm_enter is executed, the context will
be automatically processed. For user application, its context
is integrated with the ELF binary format as extensions. The
extended ELF format provides backward compatibility
so unprotected application can run without change. For
instance, pre-compiled binary can execute in the system
without any problem. A cloud user provides encrypted
binary images to a cloud vendor. The images are encrypted
offline by the user before they are uploaded to the cloud.

3.2.2 Context Management
The context ID is created by the trusted processor and protected as part of extended application process context
(encrypted and signed by the trusted processor). VMMs or
guest operating system cannot alter or tamper the ID of a
sealed memory context without being detected by the
trusted processor. A processor can either enter into a sealed
memory space explicitly using instruction, sealed_memory
_begin, or implicitly via vm_enter (enter a sealed guest virtual machine) or syscall int80 (enter a sealed guest kernel).
After sealed_memory_begin is executed, execution control
transfers to the first instruction pointed by the program
counter of the sealed memory context. Starting from there,
all the instructions within the sealed memory space will
be decrypted using the context’s symmetric code key
(encrypted using a vendor’s public key when stored in offchip sealed memory context).
For supporting access control, processor states comprise
specific status registers as global settings. Based on the register values, one can tell if the processor is running in VMM
mode, guest kernel mode, or within a sealed memory context. Further, the global settings can indicate which guest
virtual machine is running and ID of the application process
memory space. These status registers are set automatically
by the trusted processor. For example, whenever sealed_memory_begin, vm_enter, vm_exit, or syscall is executed,
the trusted processor will reset the sealed memory context
ID register accordingly.
The on-chip SMCB is managed by two instructions,
smcb_allocate_row, and smcb_invalidate_row. Instruction
smcb_allocate_row reserves one specific row of the context
buffer and generates a new context ID that is assigned to a
context. Instruction smcb_invalidate_row de-allocates a
SMCB row. When a context is de-allocated from the SMCB,
the trusted processor flushes all the cached data belonging
to the context. If execution switches to a sealed memory context without allocating a SMCB row first, it will trigger an
exception because the trusted processor could not retrieve
matching access settings and cryptography keys from the
context buffer. To prevent tampering of the saved memory
contexts, a trusted processor encrypts sensitive states such
as values stored in the architect registers, and computes a
signature for the stored context to protect the integrity of
these information.
3.3 Control of Privacy
This is achieved by encrypting the codes and data using
sealed memory space to prevent disclose of private data of
outsourced application tasks or guest operating systems. In
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TABLE 2
Hardware Assisted Memory Privacy and Access Control
Access types
Application accesses its own sealed
memory space
Guest OS kernel accesses its own
sealed memory space
Application accesses sealed memory
space whose owner has the same data key
Application accesses sealed memory
space whose owner has different data key
OS kernel accesses sealed application
memory space
OS kernel accesses sealed application memory
location with MASV setting indicating
the location accessible by the guest OS
VMM accesses sealed application
memory space
VMM accesses sealed guest kernel
memory space
VMM accesses not sealed guest kernel
memory space

Data returned
Decrypted
Decrypted
Decrypted
Encrypted
Encrypted
Decrypted
Encrypted
Encrypted
Not encrypted

addition, for a sealed memory space, the executables and
data are encrypted with different keys. For a sealed memory
space, though the contents are encrypted, the corresponding
guest operating system or the VMM can still provide memory management services for the sealed memory spaces. The
application page tables are managed by the guest operating
system. For supporting virtualization, shadow page tables
are kept and managed by the VMM. When a guest operating
system or a VMM reads data from a sealed memory space,
encrypted data instead of decrypted data is returned.
Table 2 lists many access scenarios and the format of the
data returned (encrypted or decrypted). For a sealed memory space by an application or guest operating system,
memory accesses issued from the owner of a sealed memory
space always return decrypted data. However, in a modern
operating system, data sharing between an application and
the guest operating system frequently occur (e.g., copy_
from_user, copy_to_user). A VMM also needs to share
data with the guest operating system. For example, a VMM
needs to access the guest virtual machine’s page tables in
order to update its own version of shadow page tables. For
supporting sharing flexibility and compatibility, the solution assigns an access setting bit to each word memory location. If the access setting bit is set, then the word location is
accessible by the guest operating system. For a word location, its access setting bit can be set or cleared by the owner
of the sealed memory space using special instructions,
sm_set_os_visible and sm_set_os_invisible. For
a sealed memory space, all the access setting bits are placed
together as a memory access setting vector. The MASV
resides within the sealed memory space of an application or
guest operating system. Base address of the MASV is
defined as part of the sealed memory space context.
A user application can share decrypted memory with the
guest operating system. To do so, it can call a custom function,
malloc_os_allow() that will allocate memory space
accessible by the guest operating system. Inside malloc_os_
allow(), it goes through every word location of the allocated
memory and executes instruction sm_set_os_ visible.
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Paired with malloc_os_allow(), there is free_os_
allow() that will de-allocate memory space obtained using
malloc_os_allow(). Inside
free_os_allow(), for each freed word location, it executes instruction sm_set_os_invisible. Both malloc_
os_allow() and free_os_allow() are functions implemented in user application space and statically linked. They
are encrypted together with the application binary codes
and protected with integrity verification. Furthermore, both
sm_set_os_visible and sm_set_os_invisible can
only be executed within a valid sealed memory context.
In the proposed method, the processor have extended
instructions for the operation. Table 3 lists the semantics of
the extended instructions.

3.4 Implementation of Access Privacy Control
Protection of sealed memory spaces is enforced at both
on-chip and off-chip levels. As shown in Fig. 2, additional
tag fields and information for global status are needed for
the on-chip level memory access controller. When a data
is stored in on-chip caches, the data from a sealed memory space can reside in decrypted format or in encrypted
format depending on the access scenario. A single bit
can be used to indicate whether the cache line stores
encrypted or decrypted data (IsDecrypted). Also, additional tag fields include context ID, VM ID, PID, memory
access setting bit vectors for all the words located in the
cache line, a single bit and another bit indicating whether
the cache line stores data fetched from a sealed memory
space (IsSealed).
There are five global status settings (see Fig. 2) and they
are used when a processor reads from or writes to a regular
cache (e.g., L1 or L2). In this case, the input tag will be
matched with the stored tag and cache hit/miss is determined according to the tag match result only if the IsSealed
bit is clear. Otherwise, additional checking will be performed using the extended cache line tag fields and five
global status settings. These five global status settings
include, (i) VMM mode indicating whether the access
request is issued from the VMM; (ii) guest OS mode indicating whether the access request is issued from a guest OS
kernel; (iii) VM ID, a unique ID number of the guest virtual
machine that issues the access; (iv) PID indicating the process ID of the process memory space where the access
request is issued; and (v) sealed memory context register
(SMCR) indicating the current active sealed memory context. The five global status settings and the extended cache
tags are sent to a cache hit/miss resolve unit (see Fig. 2)
where their values are combined to determine whether the
access results in a cache hit or cache miss. The cache hit/
miss resolve unit makes cache hit/miss decision according
to logic implementation of policies described in Table 2.
Table 4 shows privacy control policies for on-chip memory
accesses implemented through cache access policies.
Whenever a memory access misses the on-chip caches,
the CPU needs to fetch the data from the external memory.
During memory fetch, depending on the access scenario, a
decision has to be made whether the fetched data should be
stored in decrypted format or encrypted format. The mechanism of fetching data from memory is explained in Fig. 3. As
shown in the figure, global status setting bits are transferred
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TABLE 3
Instruction Extensions
Instructions
sealed_memory_begin reg

sealed_memory_end
sealed_memory_resume reg
vm_enter (implicit begin)
vm_exit (implicit end)
int80 (implicit begin and end)
smcb_allocate_row reg1, reg2

smcb_access reg
smcb_invalidate_row reg
sm_set_os_visible reg
sm_set_os_invisible reg
sm_set_handler reg
sm_set_register_mask reg

Semantic
Register reg stores address of sealed memory context (SMC), verify signature of the SMC
pointed by the reg, set the corresponding entry of SMCB whose id matches with
reg!sealed_memory_id, start execution from reg!pc, set sealed_memory_context_register
(SMCR) to reg!sealed_memory_id, reset sealed_memory_status. If error occurs, set sealed_
memory_status (e.g., unverified context).
Yield from the current context, reset SMCR, store encrypted processor core states to
SMCB½SMCR.context_addr!states (e.g., register state).
Resume execution of a context. Similar to sealed_memory_begin except no need to set SMCB
entry.
Extended version of vm_enter. If guest OS memory space is sealed, carry out actions similar
to sealed_memory_begin.
Extended version of vm_exit. If running in sealed mode, carry out actions similar to sealed
_memory_end.
Extended version of syscall. If application is in sealed memory mode, exit first with actions
similar to sealed_memory_begin. Then if the guest OS is in sealed memory mode, apply
actions similar to sealed_memory_begin.
Allocate an SMCB entry. If SMCB[reg1].valid is set, invalidate the SMCB entry and flush all
the cache lines whose context tags match with SMCB[regs].id. A new context id will be generated by the hardware, SMCB[reg1].id = new id, SMCB[reg1].valid = 1, and reg2!id = SMCB
[reg1].id.
Read the public portions of SMCB context buffer, *reg = public_part(SMCB). Public part of
SMCB includes, valid bit, context id, etc.
If SMCB[reg].valid is set, invalidate the SMCB entry and flush all cache lines whose context
tags match with SMCB[regs].id.
Validate context id, set word address at *reg accessible by the guest OS.
Validate context id, set word address at *reg inaccessible by the guest OS.
Set SMCB[SMCR].handler = PC + reg where reg stores instruction offset location of a handler
for processing sealed memory related access exceptions.
Validate context id and set register protection mask, sealed_memory_register_mask
(SMRM) = reg. The mask decides which register can pass its value during sealed
memory context switch.

to privacy controller. The controller also receives data form
SMCB and decides control attributes (i.e., require access
checking and require decryption) using the privacy control
policy for physical memory accesses that is shown in
Table 5. The physical address of the data to be fetched is
provided by TLB which is extended with sealed memory
context buffer index.
MASV computes the address and offset of MASV which
should be fetched. After that, the cache line is fetched from

Fig. 2. Privacy controller for on-chip memory accesses. Privacy protection policies are enforced for each on-chip memory accesses.

the memory according to the control attributes and MASV.
If the cache line should be decrypted, the on-chip crypto
engine will decrypt the cache line. Otherwise, encrypted
data will be stored in the cache; as shown in Fig. 3, a multiplexer which is controlled by the results of access checking
selects proper data between encrypted and decrypted to
write cache line. At the same time, integrity of the sealed
memory space from which the cache line is fetched will be
verified. The hardware only sets the valid bit of the cache
line after integrity of the sealed memory space is verified
(e.g., [27], [28]).
With the access privacy implementation described above,
an application can always prevent the malicious VMM/
guest OS from accessing its memory space (by defining propitiate MSAV) because the processor is trusted and responsible for the protection mechanism. For a hostile cloud
vendor, the illegal memory access attempts will return
either cipher-texts or be blocked by the access privacy control mechanism.

3.5 Necessary VMM Support
In hardware facilitated virtualization, support of virtual
CPU is implemented for running instance of unmodified
guest operating system. States of the virtual CPUs are preserved or restored during vm_exit or vm_enter. For supporting the proposed privacy protection mechanisms and
sealed memory spaces, one has to extend the current virtual
CPU definition and states. For example, if a guest operating
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TABLE 4
Privacy Control Policies for On-Chip Memory Accesses Implemented through Cache Access Policies

Note: G is guest OS and C is cache.

system is protected as sealed memory space, its hardware
virtual machine states should include a reference to the declaration of sealed memory context. During vm_enter and
vm_exit, the associated sealed memory context is automatically established or preserved.
In addition, unlike the unvirtualized scenario, resources
are shared by the multiple guest virtual machines. For
instance, in a multi-core machine, a sealed memory context
buffer is likely shared by multiple guest virtual machines
(supported by our solution). One guest virtual machine
should not monopoly all the entries of sealed memory

Fig. 3. Privacy controller for off-chip memory accesses.

context buffer. Proper sharing of sealed memory context
buffer can be enforced by the VMM. For example, when
smcb_alloc_row is called by a guest virtual machine, execution will switch to the VMM. The VMM keeps track of how
many sealed memory context buffer entries that one guest
virtual machine has occupied and requests a new entry on
behalf of the guest virtual machine. If a guest machine has
used up its quota allocated by the VMM, the VMM can fail
smcb_alloc_row from the guest. This way, sealed memory
context buffer can be allocated and shared among multiple
guest machines. Furthermore, the VMM maintains shadow
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TABLE 5
Privacy Control Policies for Physical Memory Accesses

Note: G is guest OS and S is sealed memory context buffer.

page tables for the guest virtual machines. The shadow
tables are crucial for translating guest physical addresses to
host machine addresses. In the proposed solution, the TLB
and page tables are extended with sealed context id. Consequently, the shadow page tables should be extended as well.
Furthermore, because cryptography protection of memory space is implemented in system request interface
instead of each individual processor core, the solution
applies to multi-core or multi-processor based systems. The
design can be extended to cover both snoopy bus based
symmetric multi-processor systems and distributed shared
memory based systems such as AMD Opeteron or Xeon
server based on QuickPath.

3.6 Security Remarks
Though being able to enhance privacy protection for the
outsourced computing tasks in cloud, the proposed solution is not intended to be a panacea that can solve all the
existing security problems. Our goal is to improve privacy protection in untrusted computing environments
instead of claiming that all the security issues can be
solved using trusted hardware. Currently, the protected
application has to include all the libraries statically. It is
assumed that the libraries are trusted and they don’t contain backdoors or trojans.
Software based and hardware based tampering of a
sealed memory space can be detected and prevented due to
the following protection and design measures, (i) integrity
of a sealed memory space is enforced using MAC tree and
its integrity is verified for every memory access; (ii) newly
updated cache line is not set valid until successful verification of a sealed memory space; (iii) access control is applied
for data cached on-chip using the extended cache line fields
(e.g., context id, access vector, VM id, PID); (iv) separate
cryptography keys are used for sealed codes and data, and
code key is only used for decryption; (v) processor states
(e.g., registers) are encrypted during sealed memory context
switch.1 Furthermore, for a protected memory space, its
1. Only exception is during system call and system call return where
parameters are passed via registers.

MASV is situated inside the protected memory space.
Update to the MASV is performed through special atomic
instruction that is protected.
It is important to point out that our solution does not
affect the OS to carry out the normal I/O operations. When
an application wants to share data with the I/O services of
the operating system, it will create an aperture of its sealed
memory space that grants permission to the operating system for accessing the shared data. In this case, the OS kernel
will access the shared data in plaintext. This way, the application can access network and disk I/O without problems.
Furthermore, the shared memory space apertures can also
support DMA transfers.
To prevent tampering of guest file systems and files
used by user’s applications, the files inside a guest virtual
machine should be encrypted. Since the guest operating
system is not fully trusted by the applications or may be
compromised, decryption and encryption of individual
files should not be performed by the guest operating
system. Once the operating system is compromised via
remote attacks, privacy of the files will no longer be
guaranteed. The solution is to encrypt and decrypt output/input file data blocks within the sealed memory
spaces of applications. This can be achieved by a user
space file system wrapper library that temporarily stores
file data blocks in sealed memory buffers, see Fig. 4. Output data is encrypted before leaving the sealed user memory space and encrypted input data is decrypted inside
the sealed user memory space. For supporting kernel
operations such as copy_from_user or copy_to_user, a
user application can open certain memory space to be
accessible by the guest operating system. The user space
file system wrapper is statically linked with the application codes, encrypted with the application itself, and protected with digital signature.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Evaluation of the designed security enhancements is based
on system emulation and architecture simulation using
cycle based machine models.
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TABLE 6
Evaluation Environment
Purpose

Environment
Sealed Memory

Fig. 4. Protection of application files.

4.1 Evaluation Methods
Table 6 shows the evaluation environment including the
implementation method. As shown in the table, we perform
the evaluation in two ways: Performance measurement and
functional verification. To evaluate the performance, we use
a functional full system emulator Simics [29] combined with
a timing simulator FeS2 [30]. Performance measurement
requires the analysis of the hardware component including
sealed memory contexts, on-chip cache with extended access
control, pipelined crypto and sealed memory space encryption engine, memory space integrity verification, etc. In
order to tune up our simulation model, we calculate the
latency by using reference RTL implementation. After setting up all the parameters, we establish our model on FeS2
and study its performance using different benchmark applications. FeS2 can decode x86 instructions into uops and the
implementation of the uops is based on [31]. Also, Simics
“magic instructions” are used to trigger and terminate the
operation of FeS2. In addition, for accurate modeling of the
memory system, we integrated the simulator with DRAMSim2. DRAMSim2 [32] is a cycle accurate open source memory system simulator. It provides a DDR2/3 memory system
model and a library mode that can be used with many architectural simulators. Functional verification is performed
using Bochs [33]. Details are shown in the following section.
4.2 Implementations
Cipher and crypto unit. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
specifies the encryption of electronic data. It has a fixed data
block size of 128 bits and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits.
Based on a round function, the AES cipher specifies as a
number of repetitions of transformation rounds that convert
the input plaintext into the ciphertext (e.g., 10 cycles of repetition for 128 bit key, 12 cycles of repetition for 192 bit key,
and 14 cycles of repetition for 256 bit key).
AES is often unrolled with each round pipelined into
multiple pipeline stages (4-7) to achieve high decryption/
encryption throughput. The total area of unrolled and pipelined AES is about 100 K - 400 K gates to achieve 15 50 Gbit/sec throughput [34]. We evaluate the pipelined

Performance
Measurement
Simics with FeS2
DRAMSim2and GEMS

Functional
Verification
Bochs
Bochs

AES module by using existing verilog RTL implementation
and synthesis results from OpenCores [35]. The pipelined
AES takes around 30 cycles to encrypt 16 bytes data. The
design can operate at around 330 MHz with cost of around
14 K LUT and over 40 Gbps throughput. This encryption
module is integrated with the system request interface. The
total area cost is 1,000 k gates.
Integrity verification. Integrity verification based on
message authentication code (MAC) is often a standard
operation. But variation of different MAC approaches can
have significant impact on the verification latency. In the
reference implementation, we use a hierarchical message
authentication code tree. A MAC value is generated using
SHA-256 hash function [36] for each cache line size memory
block of a virtual machine. All the MACs form one layer of
nodes and are stored linearly. Similarly, a new MAC value
for the next level in the MAC tree is computed by
concatenating the new MAC line and the secret key of the
application as the inputs to the SHA-256 function until
the root MAC is generated. The root MAC is stored inside
the processor once the program enters the trusted environment to avoid any potential tampering of the root node.
Whenever the external memory of a cache line is modified,
the root is updated through a specific path from the leaf
node to itself. The MAC tree is 8-way. The leaf level MAC is
stored as part of the L2 cache lines. So only the internal
MAC tree nodes are cached by the MAC tree cache. Operation and design details of the MAC tree can be found in the
related work [37], [38]. Performance simulation of the MAC
tree is based on Verilog implementation of SHA256, synthesized using Synopsys compiler. This design is totally
asynchronous and has a gate count of 19,000 gates. The
latency for this design is 74ns for 512 bits of padded input
(required padding in SHA256).
Onchip hardware overhead. The onchip hardware resources
required include SMCB, additional cache line tags, TLB
extensions with SMCB index, cache access resolve unit and
pipelined crypto engines. In Fig. 1, each entry in the SMCB
includes 1-bit valid tag, 128-bit context ID, 6-bit VM ID, 64bit PID, 64-bit address line, 128-bit data/code key and 128bit integrity code. Assuming that SMCB has 64 entries in
size, the hardware cost is about 50.4 K bits per core. The
overhead of resolve units can be safely ignored because
they are very simple combinational logics. For a 64 bytes
cache line, there are additional 7-bit context ID index, 6-bit
PID index, 6-bit VM ID, 16-bit MASV, 1-bit decrypted? tag,
and 1-bit sealed? tag. The hardware cost is around 1 k bits
when the cache size is 2 MB. A state-of-the-art high performance crypto engine integrated with the SRI costs less than
1,000 K gates. For accelerating memory space encryption,
one can use a small size nonce cache. The typical size is
from 32 to 64 KB. The overall onchip hardware cost remains
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Fig. 5. Distribution of kernel and user space execution.

small when considering the typical transistor count of
today’s server processors (e.g., commercial Xeon processor
has over 2.6 billion transistors) and the security benefits.
System emulation and functional evaluation. We use
Bochs [33] – a full-system open source x86 emulator to evaluate our design at system and functional level. Bochs models an entire platform including network device, hard drive,
VGA, multiple processors, and other devices to support the
execution of a complete OS and its applications. It emulates
x86 instructions. In addition, Bochs supports emulation of
Intel VMX hardware support for virtualization. Bochs can
be extended to emulate new instructions and architectural
designs including these described in this paper. We
extended Bochs to emulate the effects of sealed memory
spaces at system level. Our emulation framework emulates
a multi-processor platform. It can support Xen 3.3 and run
Ubuntu 8.04 Linux distribution as guest OS. For cycle based
performance simulation, we use Simics and FeS2 as the
evaluation environment.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of time spent moving data between kernel and user
memory spaces.

simulation started when the application passed the initialization stage (using Simics checkpoint support). The cycle
based simulation executed each benchmark application for
one billion instructions.

4.4 Evaluation Results
We conducted full system simulations for the 15 benchmark
applications to evaluate the impact of sealed memory space
protection (e.g., encryption/decryption and integrity verification). Also, we measure the performance as the reciprocal
of the execution time and normalized the measured value
using the result of baseline system (i.e., the system which has
same specifications except architectural protection support).

4.3 Benchmarks and Parameters
For performance evaluation, we used the Phoronix benchmark Test Suite [39], including clamav, diff, gzip, jpython,
luindex, snort, sphinx, and xalan. The Phoronix Test Suite
includes a comprehensive set of applications, covering application domains of scientific computing, compression, cryptography, media encoding, web serving, database query
processing, and graphics rendering. We use the test scripts
provided by Phoronix Test Suite, and detailed descriptions
can be found in [40].
The simulation is performed with a 4-wide out-of-order
superscalar processor running at 2GHz and x86 ISA. The
processor uses a bimodal branch predictor. It has a 32-entry
load/store queue, 128-entry reorder buffer, and non-blocking caches with 16-entry MSHR. The I-TLB and D-TLB have
64 fully associative entries. The L1-instruction and L1-data
caches are 32 KB write-back caches with 64-byte block size,
and an access latency of two cycles. The L2 cache is unified,
non-blocking, 4 MB size, 16-way associativity, 128-byte
block size, and has an 10-cycle access latency. The

4.4.1 Kernel Mode versus User Mode
We analyzed characteristics of the benchmark applications
(i.e., memory accesses, cache miss rate, and copy between
kernel and user memory spaces). Fig. 5 shows the ratio of
cycles spending in kernel and user modes to the total cycles
of the fifteen benchmark applications. It shows that more
than 73 percent of total cycles are spent in the user space.
Fig. 6 shows the miss rates of L1 and L2 caches. In all the
benchmarks, the average miss rate of L1 cache is 1.1 percent,
and that of L2 cache is only 0.1 percent.
Fig. 7 shows the percentage of the time for copying data
between the kernel and the user memory spaces using kernel functions during execution to the total time. As indicated by the figures, different applications have various
memory access patterns in kernel and user modes, for
example, luindex spends over 3 percent on copying data
between different memory spaces, while python spends
nearly none. The diversity means that the benchmark applications are appropriate enough to be used for experiments
related to memory space.
Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the number of user memory
accesses by kernel to the total number of memory accesses
by kernel. On average, about 6.6 percent of memory access
instructions are executed by kernel.

Fig. 6. Miss rate of L1 and L2 caches.

Fig. 8. Percentage of user memory accesses by kernel.
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Fig. 9. Performance of the benchmark applications using memory space
protection and integrity check, L2 size=2 MB. The average extra overheard is around 9 percent.

Fig. 11. Performance of privacy protection under different shared memory sizes and different L2 cache sizes.

4.4.2

them are running simultaneously. Fig. 11 shows the ratio of
time with privacy protection to the time without privacy
protection under different shared memory sizes. As indicated by the results, even if we share some memory size
under any L2 cache size, the performance overhead is less
than 20 percent. Fig. 12 shows actual performance overhead
of the fifteen benchmarks to move data between kernel and
user memory spaces (i.e., using privacy protection. As
shown in Fig. 12, the performance overhead is 3.5 percent
on average. Especially, the gzip benchmark shows the highest performance overhead. It is because the gzip benchmark
moves larger amount of data (i.e., about twice) than the
other benchmarks. Also, the number of user memory
accesses of kernel that is shown in Fig. 8 is related to performance overhead. For example, clamav, jpython, and sphinx
have relatively high performance overhead than fhourstones, gcrypt, and python that have less number of user
memory accesses of kernel.

Encryption/Decryption and Integrity Check
Evaluation
We evaluated the performance overhead of using sealed
memory spaces for the benchmark applications. The overhead results are shown in Fig. 9. As indicated by the results,
the average performance overhead is less than 9 percent.
The encryption/decryption overhead is small because the
memory encryption/decryption approach employed by our
design allows memory encryption/decryption to be overlapped with memory fetches when possible. However, the
overhead of the fhourstones benchmark is relatively higher
than others (i.e., about 25 percent). The reason is that the L2
cache miss rate of the fhourstones benchmark is low as
shown in Fig. 6, but the number of L2 cache misses is relatively high, which causes encryption/decryption overhead.
The effect of L2 cache miss also can be observed in other
applications. Application such as 7zip, clamav, diff, and
sphinx have relatively large overhead compared to applications gcrypt, openssl, and python that have small L2 cache
miss rate. Therefore, it is important to decrease the cache
miss number of the lower-level cache.
Fig. 10 shows the miss rate of MAC tree cache under different L2 cache sizes. As indicated by the results, the miss
rate varies according to the L1 miss rate which is shown
in Fig. 6. That is, the miss rate dose not affected by the size
of L2 cache although the leaf level of MAC is in the L2 cache
line. Above all, observed value of L2 miss rate is less than
0.3 percent which is quite small. It is because the MAC tree
cache used in this experiment can hold a sufficient number
of nodes for the hierarchical message authentication code
tree and thus achieves a high hit rate.
4.4.3 Shared Memory Evaluation
We also evaluated the performance overhead of shared
memory in our solution. For this experiment, we developed
a program that creates a sealed memory space as the shared
memory in the first process and passes a string between the
first one and the second one that acts as a peer if both of

Fig. 10. Miss rate of MAC tree cache of the benchmark applications
under different L2 cache sizes.

4.5 Discussion of the Performance
The extra overhead of the proposed solution mainly come
from the privacy protected memory, i.e., encryption/
decryption and integrity related operations for memory
access. The performance can be further improved by adopting more efficient AES and MAC (e.g., utilizing Intel’s
embedded AES instruction for both encryption/decryption
and integrity protection [41].)
For a hybrid cloud computing infrastructure with both
CPUs and GPUs, the proposed solution also applies as long
as the GPU is also trusted. As GPUs usually do not provide
special instruction for AES operation, the extra overhead
may be more oblivious. But data transfers between GPUs
and CPUs are not affected as encryption will not increase
the data size.

5

RELATED WORK

Trusted computing base and related research. There is a body
of literature on trusted computing base (TCB) and the

Fig. 12. Performance of moving data between kernel and user memory
spaces, L2 size=2 MB. The average extra overheard is around 3:5 percent
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applications of TCB for creating secure systems. TCB and
the related hardware implementations such as TCM (trusted
computing module) primarily focus on supporting secure
boot. It does not and cannot provide confidentiality and
integrity protection for the entire physical memory space.
TPM as a peripheral device is a discrete unit and situated in
the peripheral bus. It cannot protect contents of a virtual
machine memory space from being eavesdropped. This limitation applies to all the security approaches derived from the
concept of trusted computing base. For example, Flicker [42]
concentrates on executing an application security-sensitive
code in isolation from all the other software. Flicker is not
designed for protecting the complete execution of an entire
virtual machine. Furthermore, Flicker doesn’t mitigate physical eavesdropping attacks to a virtual machine memory
space. In contrast, our solution protects the privacy and
integrity of the entire virtual machine under both software
and hardware based memory attacks instead of focusing on
supporting a minimal trusted computing base.
Architectural support for physical RAM privacy. There have
been many proposals on encrypting the physical memory to
defeat hardware attacks against data privacy and integrity
(e.g., [21], [23], [27], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]). These solutions don’t tackle the scenarios and challenges of protecting virtual machine privacy and integrity in the contexts of
cloud computing. It is not straightforward how to retrofit
these solutions for the multi-tenant and resource sharing
cloud environment. Furthermore, none of these solutions
handle the complex scenarios protecting application privacy
against attacks from compromised hypervisors, cloud vendors, and compromised guest operating system.
Architectural support for virtual machine security. Though
many secure and trust cloud computing approaches have
been proposed recently (e.g., [8]), none of those solutions
addresses the fundamental cause of lack of privacy protections in the cloud, stemming from the facts that the VMMs
and the cloud vendors have unrestricted access to the
hosted virtual machines. There are architectural solutions to
protect applications and data from powerful software
attacks [49], [50]. The recent efforts of [7] and [8] try to
address this issue by means of architectural support. However, these architectural solutions primarily deal with software based exploits from compromised hypervisors. In [9]
and [10], solutions are presented to protect privacy of virtual machines as a whole. One important feature that sets
our solution apart from these related work is that we proposed a unified approach to handle the complex scenarios
of the cloud based systems that involve cloud vendors,
VMM, guest OS, and user applications. Most of the existing
hardware oriented approaches for protecting guest virtual
machines only address a single challenge. Since our solution
strives to deal with multiple challenges and protect cloud
outsourced applications with a unified framework, it drastically differs from these prior efforts on protecting a guest as
a whole from either software or physical attacks. For example, approaches described in [7] and [8] only handle software based attacks from compromised hypervisors.
Approaches in [9] and [10] do not mitigate threat to application privacy when the guest OS is compromised.
Cryptography approaches for protection of cloud computing
applications. Different schemes utilizing cryptography have
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been proposed to protect applications in the cloud environment. These approaches usually do not need to assume any
party on the cloud side are trusted. Lei et al. proposed a solution for secure matrix inversion in cloud environment [51],
Tysowski and Hasan designed a cloud based secure data
sharing scheme [52], and He et al. provided a secure P2P
cloud [53]. These approaches usually focus on special applications and suffer from high computation burden.

6

CONCLUSION

We introduced a strong threat model for secure cloud computing, where cloud vendors, the guest OS, and VMM are
untrusted (i.e., insiders, malicious VMM, or compromised
OS) and can launch attacks against privacy of the trusted
applications. We presented the design, implementation, and
eva.luation of an architectural solution for protecting privacy
and integrity of the trusted applications from both of software based and hardware based attacks in untrusted computing environment. Our cycle-based full-system simulation
shows that the solution only incurs a small (9 percent) performance overhead, which is an affordable price that can be
paid for the substantial security gain. In the near future, we
plan to develop hypervisor which can be used with our proposed system to support large number of virtual machines.
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